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ABSTRACT
We announce the discovery of a new satellite of the Milky Way in the constellation of Bootes at a distance

of ∼60 kpc. It was found in a systematic search for stellar overdensities in the north Galactic cap using Sloan
Digital Sky Survey Data Release 5. The color-magnitude diagram shows a well-defined turnoff, red giant branch,
and extended horizontal branch. Its absolute magnitude is mag, which makes it one of the faintestM ∼ !5.8V

galaxies known. The half-light radius is ∼220 pc. The isodensity contours are elongated and have an irregular
shape, suggesting that Boo may be a disrupted dwarf spheroidal galaxy.
Subject headings: galaxies: dwarf— galaxies: individual (Bootes)— Local Group

1. INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen a number of discoveries of new
satellite companions to the Milky Way. Willman (2006) sys-
tematically surveyed ∼5800 deg2 of the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-
vey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) and identified two strong can-
didates. The first, now called Willman 1, is an unusually
extended object with properties intermediate between those of
globular clusters and dwarf galaxies (Willman et al. 2005a).
The second proved to be a new dwarf spheroidal (dSph) com-
panion to the Milky Way, located in the constellation of Ursa
Major (Willman et al. 2005b; Kleyna et al. 2005).
Very recently, Zucker et al. (2006) serendipitously discov-

ered a stellar overdensity in the “Field of Streams” (Belokurov
et al. 2006), a plot of the halo substructure in the Galactic
northern hemisphere derived from SDSS Data Release 5 (DR5;
Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2006). Closer analysis revealed that
this was a new dwarf spheroidal galaxy, Canes Venatici, at a
distance of ∼200 kpc. All this suggests that there remain un-
known Milky Way companions and that further systematic sur-
veys to find them are warranted. Here we describe a simple
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algorithm to carry this out in SDSS DR5 and present another
strong candidate for a Milky Way satellite, lying in the con-
stellation of Bootes. The properties of this object are somewhat
unusual.

2. DATA AND DISCOVERY

SDSS imaging data are produced in five photometric bands,
namely u, g, r, i, and z (Fukugita et al. 1996; Gunn et al. 1998,
2006; Hogg et al. 2001). Thanks to the efforts of many people,
the data are automatically processed through pipelines to mea-
sure photometric and astrometric properties (Lupton et al. 1999;
Stoughton et al. 2002; Smith et al. 2002; Pier et al. 2003; Ivezić
et al. 2004).
To carry out a systematic survey, the stars with 16 ≤ r ≤
are first binned into regions in right ascension′ ′22 10 # 10

and declination. Then, a running window of size is1" # 1"
used to compute the background. All bins that are more than
3 j away from the background are selected. Known satellite
galaxies and globular clusters are removed using the list of van
den Bergh (2000a). Visual inspection is used to discard a few
obvious contaminants, such as resolved stellar associations in
background galaxies. All the candidates are ranked according
to signal-to-noise ratio. The two strongest candidates that re-
main are the Canes Venatici dSph (Zucker et al. 2006) and the
object studied in this Letter, which is named Boo after the
constellation of Bootes in which it lies.
The top left panel of Figure 1 shows a gray-scale SDSS

image of the sky centered on Boo. There is no obvious object.
However, on plotting the density of all objects classified by the
SDSS pipeline as stars, a curiously shaped overdensity is read-
ily visible (top middle and top right panels). Plotting these
stars in a color-magnitude diagram (CMD) reveals a clear red
giant branch and horizontal branch (bottom panels). This evi-
dence of a localized overdensity of stars with a distinct CMD
suggests that this is a new satellite—possibly a dwarf galaxy.

3. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND STELLAR POPULATION

Follow-up observations of Boo were made on 2006 February
25 and 2006 March 7 (UT) with the 4 m Blanco telescope at
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in Chile, using the
MOSAIC-II CCD camera. This comprises eight 2K# 4K pixel
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Figure 13. Population properties of newly discovered MW satellites: the panels show single-component (SC) fitting results for Boo I, Boo II, CVn I, CVn II, and
Com, with the columns showing (from left to right): distance versus metallicity; distance versus age; age versus metallicity; and the CMD with the best-fit SC model
in contours. The grayscale contours show the regions in parameter space that are within 1σ , within 2σ , within 3σ , and outside 3σ of the best-fitting SC model, going
from white to dark gray. The solid line contours are for the case in which one of the parameters is fixed to the literature value (i.e., age for the leftmost, metallicity for
the middle-left, and distance for the middle-right columns), where available.

of the parameter values of these fits, combined with an added
systematic uncertainty of 0.1 dex in [Fe/H] and 0.1 mag in
distance modulus to account for isochrone uncertainties. In
cases where these properties cannot be sufficiently constrained,
we list the metallicities and ages we get when assuming the
distance modulus from the literature, as this is usually the
best-determined property. The SFH results, where available,
are summarized in Table 5 by the main star-formation episodes.
Below follows an object-by-object discussion of these and the
SFH results.

Boo I. This dwarf spheroidal is relatively nearby at ∼60 kpc
and RGB, HB, and MSTO are all present in the SDSS data,
albeit sparsely sampled. The overall properties can therefore
be determined with relatively good accuracy, and the SFH
is the best-constrained of all. In particular, the distance of
Boo I is very well constrained thanks to the HB which is detected
at high S/N due to the absence of field stars at g − r < 0.
The MSTO and slope of the RGB provide constraints on the
age and metallicity, respectively. Our distance, metallicity, and
age measurements agree very well with the findings of other

Basic facts 

!   Recently discovered (Belokurov+06) 

!   Old stellar population (de Jong+08; Hughes+08) 
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Figure 5. Zeroth-moment map at the velocity of the Sagittarius leading tidal

tail. The dashed line indicates l = 0◦. Features associated with Sagittarius

are expected to lie parallel to this line. The noise increases at the edges of

the image because of the decreased integration time (see Fig. 2).

Survey (HIPASS). The HIPASS observations north of the celestial

equator reach an rms sensitivity of 11 mK with a spectral resolution

of 26.4 km s−1, corresponding to a column density 3σ upper limit

of 1.6 × 1018 cm−2.

In Fig. 5 we present our zeroth-moment map integrated over a

velocity width of 20 km s−1 centred at vLSR = 60 km s−1. These

much deeper observations also reveal no evidence for any emission

at the velocity of the Sagittarius leading tidal tail. Owing to the polar

orbit of Sagittarius, stream gas is expected to lie nearly parallel to

lines of constant Galactic longitude, where l = 0◦ is indicated by

the dashed line in Fig. 5. No features are found elongated in this

direction. The column density 3σ upper limit averaged over the

central 2 × 2 pixels is 2 × 1017 cm−2. In an attempt to enhance

any faint signal, we have calculated the mean column density in

strips of constant l with widths, "l, ranging from 15 to 90 arcmin.

An example for strips of width "l = 15 arcmin, corresponding

closely to the beam FWHM, is shown in Fig. 6 and does not reveal

any emission. We conclude that there is no H I associated with the

leading Sagittarius tidal tail at this location down to a 3σ column

density limit of 2 × 1017 cm−2.

The leading tail also appears to be devoid of ionized gas, based

on the non-detection of Hα emission at this location and velocity

in the Wisconsin H-Alpha Mapper Northern Sky Survey (WHAM-

NSS; Haffner et al. 2003) to a 3σ intensity upper limit of I Hα <

0.025 Rayleighs. If ionized leading stream gas exists with the same

column density as the neutral gas that is in the trailing tail, then

its volume density must be less than n̄H < 0.002 cm−3, implying

Figure 6. Mean H I column density in strips of constant Galactic longitude

at the velocity range of Sagittarius debris. Strips are "l = 15 arcmin wide

and include the region shown in Fig. 5.

an unreasonably large line-of-sight depth of L > 17 kpc. However,

a moderate reduction in the mean column density within the 1◦

WHAM beam could lower L to plausible values.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We detect no H I gas associated with the Boötes dSph galaxy down

to a 3σ column density limit of 2.8 × 1017 cm−2, corresponding

to a mass limit of 180 M$ within the optical half-light radius and

8000 M$ within 1.6 kpc of the optical galaxy. While the stellar

body of Boötes appears distorted (Belokurov et al. 2006a), casting

doubt on its morphological classification, the dearth of gas in Boötes

clearly indicates that it is an early-type dSph galaxy.

In Fig. 7 we plot the gas fraction of Boötes, as estimated by the

ratio of the H I gas mass to the V-band luminosity, along with the

other dSph companions to the Milky Way catalogued by Blitz &

Robishaw (2000) [for Sagittarius we use the deeper limit of Burton

& Lockman (1999)]. Our observations are more than five times

deeper than those of the LDS; combined with the relative proximity

of Boötes, we are able to detect much smaller quantities of H I than

Blitz & Robishaw (2000). Boötes has the most stringent upper limit

on its absolute H I mass of any Local Group galaxy, and is among the

most gas-poor galaxies even relative to its extremely low luminosity,

with a 3σ upper limit of M H I/L V < 0.002 M$/L$. Only the much

more luminous Sagittarius and Fornax dSphs are known to be more

gas-poor.

Boötes has converted only a small fraction of its primordial

baryons into stars. The leftover gas is no longer part of Boötes

as would be expected if self-regulated star formation had been the

only process operating. Unless reionization prevented cool gas from

falling on to Boötes at early times, gas must have been removed

by tidal forces, ram pressure stripping or supernova feedback. The

proximity–gas mass relation (Blitz & Robishaw 2000; Fig. 7) argues

strongly against supernova feedback as the primary mechanism,

since it occurs in all environments. Neither streams of stripped gas

nor outflowing gas from Boötes are detected, indicating that these

gas removal processes either have already completed or have left

streams too tenuous to be detected with current observations. As

Boötes lies on the fundamental line (Prada & Burkert 2002), such a

Figure 7. Gas fraction (ratio between H I gas mass and V-band luminosity)

of dSph satellite galaxies of the Milky Way as a function of their V-band

luminosity, L V (left), and galactocentric radius, RGC (right). The upper

limit on the total H I mass of Boötes within the optical half-light radius is

180 M$ (Section 3) and the upper limit for Sagittarius is 200 M$ (Burton

& Lockman 1999). All other H I masses and upper limits are from Blitz &

Robishaw (2000). A dotted line of constant H I mass is shown in the left-hand

panel. Exceptionally gas-poor galaxies are labelled.

C© 2006 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2006 RAS, MNRAS 375, L41–L45
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Figure from Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi (2009) 

ANRV385-AA47-10 ARI 22 July 2009 4:3

The taxonomy of dwarf galaxies typically opens a Pandora’s box. At a very influential conference
held at the Observatoire de Haute-Provence in 1993, G. Tammann gave a working definition: All
galaxies that are fainter than MB ≤ −16 (MV ≤−17) and more spatially extended than globular
clusters (see dotted lines in Figure 1) are dwarf galaxies (Tammann 1994). This is broadly consistent
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Chemical composition 

!   Large star-to-star variation in Fe (Norris+08; Feltzing+09; Norris+10; Lai

+11; Gilmore+13; Ishigaki+14), in stark contrast with the lack of 
evidence for [Fe/H] variations in GGCs of similar mass (Gratton
+04) 

Ability to retain metals 

!   Type Ia SN signature (declining [α/Fe] abundance ratio)?  

!   Inhomogeneities? 



Chemical composition 

!   Large star-to-star variation in Fe (Norris+08; Feltzing+09; Norris+10; Lai

+11; Gilmore+13; Ishigaki+14), in stark contrast with the lack of 
evidence for [Fe/H] variations in GGCs of similar mass (Gratton
+04) 

Ability to retain metals 

!   Type Ia SN signature (declining [α/Fe] abundance ratio)?  

!   Inhomogeneities? Anti-correlations?  



Chemical evolution models 

!   Follow the evolution of the abundances of several 
elements (H, He, C, N, O, Na, Mg, Al, Si, S, Ca, Sc, Ti, Cr, Mn, 
Co, Ni, Fe, Cu, Zn, Eu)  

!   Model assumptions: 
!   Inflow of gas of primordial chemical composition provides 

the raw material for star formation (exponentially 
decreasing in time, e−t/τ) 

!   Galactic outflows remove gas from the system 
!   The stellar IMF (Kroupa 2001) is constant in space and 

time 
!   Finite stellar lifetimes taken into account 
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Model parameters 

Model Mb (M¤) τ  
(Myr) 

rh/rDM MDM (M¤) εth νSF 
(Gyr-1) 

ΔtSF 
(Gyr) 

<[Fe/H]> 
 

Boo1 2×106 50 0.1 2×106 0.01 0.02 1 −2.24 

Boo2 2×106 50 0.1 2×106 0.1 0.02 1 −2.25 

Boo3 2×106 50 − − 0.01 0.02 1 −2.24 

Boo4 2×106 50 0.1 2×106 0.01 0.04 1 −1.92 

Boo5 1.1×107 50 0.1 1.1×108 0.1 0.013 1 −2.44 

Boo6 1.1×107 50 0.1 1.1×108 0.1 0.026 0.5 −2.52 

Boo7 1.1×107 50 0.1 1.1×108 0.01 0.053 0.25 −2.60 

Boo8 1.1×107, 

105 
50 0.1 1.1×108 0.01 0.053, 

4.0 
0.25, 
0.02 

−2.60 
−2.46 

Boo9 1.1×107 50 0.1 6.5×107 0.1 0.013 1 −2.44 



Stellar MDF 

  Results – Homogeneous models 
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[Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H] 
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Figure 2. Intrinsic variance σ (Z)2 in Z vs. Z̄, the mean Z for dwarf galaxies and star clusters. Dashed lines represent a linear least-squares fit to the dwarf galaxies
(black) and star clusters (magenta). Arrows indicate upper limits to the intrinsic dispersions. There is a clear separation between the dwarf galaxy and star cluster
sequences. Right panel shows the same data but with jackknife sampling errors (solid lines) overlaid. Open circles show the effects on the intrinsic variance if the
errors reported in the literature were under/overestimated by 50%–150% in 10% increments for each object.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(δ[Fe/H]i) in the original studies are under or overestimated.
To illustrate this point, in the right panel of Figure 2 the
σ (Z)2 − Z̄ diagram is shown with the error on each object from
the jackknife tests. Objects with very few stars, such as Willman
I and Segue I, show larger errors, but still remain offset from
the star cluster sequence.1 The open circles in Figure 2 show the
change in the intrinsic dispersion if the reported uncertainties
on the [Fe/H] values, δ[Fe/H], were under or over estimated
by 50%–150% in 10% increments. The sequences still show
no overlap and there are no apparent correlations between the
number of observed stars or quality of the observations. The
σ (Z)2−Z̄ appears to be a robust way to differentiate star clusters
from DGs, and therefore we suggest that this as a new and direct
method for distinguishing these stellar populations.

It is important to note that the correlation of intrinsic linear
metallicity spread σ (Z)2 with average metallicity Z̄ is more
nuanced than just assuming this is the natural result of how the
metallicity increases with age of a system. While systems with
longer epochs of SF will have larger spreads in metallicity, the
DG sequence in Figure 2 is not a sequence in star formation
history (SFH; e.g., the positioning of Willman I is close to
Fornax). Similarly, if the expression of SFH were the dominant
factor determining the correlations in Figure 2 then one might
expect such a correlation between metallicity spread and mean
metallicity to hold in the [Fe/H] measurements. However, as we

1 We stress that this simple metallicity test alone is not always sufficient to
prove that the low luminosity UFDs are galaxies, since Milky Way foreground
stars in these small systems could enlarge their metallicity spreads so that they
lie on the DG sequence. Stronger statistical evidence requires interpreting the
spreads in conjuction with simulated foreground models (cf., Simon et al.
(2011); Willman et al. (2011) for Segue I and Willman I) coupled with
photometric and kinematic foreground removal techniques to understand the
nature of these systems (e.g., Adén et al. (2009), McConnachie & Côté (2010),
Koposov et al. (2011), and Muñoz et al. (2012)).

show in Figure 3, the intrinsic spread σ ([Fe/H]) is independent
of the average [Fe/H] of the DGs. Thus the usefulness of the
σ (Z)2 − Z̄ diagram can be seen—this relationship is due to
the discrete binomial form of the chemical evolution and linear
metallicity distributions in these systems, and it is not simply a
product of generic metal enrichment.

4.2. Revisiting Metrics for Separating Star Clusters
and Dwarf Galaxies

With the intrinsic value of the metallicity spread, σ ([Fe/H])
or σ (Z) and the associated errors, we compare the behavior of
the metallicity dispersions of the star clusters, and DGs in the
σ ([Fe/H])−L and σ (Z)−L planes in Figure 4. As expected, the
clusters show very low spreads in metallicity relative to the DGs
(cf., Carretta et al. 2009; Willman & Strader 2012). However,
in the top panel of Figure 4 the high-luminosity systems show a
flat trend in σ ([Fe/H]) − L, and as expected the M54/Sgr2 and
ωCen are the only potential clusters that show a large spread
in heavy metals—consistent with the theory that both may be
the nuclear remnants of accreted DGs (e.g., Bekki & Freeman
2003; Carretta et al. 2010).

In the bottom panel of Figure 4 the DGs show a tight
correlation in σ (Z) − L, as first reported by Kirby et al. (2011).
Interestingly, the GCs and open clusters do not show this trend,
and yet the former overlap in the parameter space of the DGs
with luminosities of 105–106 L". The linear metallicity spread
of an object in this luminosity range is then not necessarily
indicative of it being a galaxy.

2 We consider all stars in the M54 and Sgr region from this study and note
that due to the extreme difficulty in associating stars simply to M54 or Sgr (see
Carretta et al. 2010), the values in this table should be considered upper limits.

6

Inhomogeneities: empirical relation  
(Leaman 2012) 

Form stars following a Gaussian distribution in Z values with 
 

                log σ(Z)2 = a + b log(<Z>)           a=−0.6888970, b=1.88930 
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Boo-119, [Ti/Fe]=0.80±0.28, [C/Fe]=1.7, [Na/Fe]=0.73±0.23  
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 8 for C (panels a, b), Na (panels c, d), Mn (panels e, f) and Cu (panels g, h). Carbon data from Norris et al. (2010a) and Lai et al. (2011,
one star).
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Figure 10. Theoretical MDFs (dashed lines) predicted by models Boo 5 and
Boo 7 when chemical inhomogeneities are implemented, compared to the
observed one (histogram).

We have run and compared di↵erent chemical evolution mod-
els for Boötes I –classical models versus models run in a fully cos-

mological setting, as well as homogeneous versus inohomogeneous
models– and compared the model predictions with the available ob-
servations.

(i) As for the classical models, we suggest, in agreement with
Vincenzo et al. (2014), that Boötes I must have formed through
accretion of relatively large amounts of gas (Mb '107 M�) on
very short time scales (⌧ = 50 Myr) and converted into stars less
than 1 per cent of its baryons (see also Salvadori & Ferrara 2009).
These conditions have to be met in order not to overestimate the
metal content of Boötes I stars. In the case of the cosmologically-
motivated models, lower amounts of diluting gas are needed, be-
cause most of the stellar ejecta is stored in a hot ejected component,
rather than being mixed directly with the neutral ISM.

(ii) At variance with Vincenzo et al. (2014), we do not find a
clear-cut evidence that the gas left over from the star formation pro-
cess can be expelled from the galaxy through large-scale outflows;
rather, in the classical approach we are left with huge amounts of
gas and have to turn to the cosmologically-motivated models to find
that the residual gas is most likely stripped by the interaction with
the Milky Way.

c� 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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[Mn/Fe] versus [Fe/H] in different systems 
Manganese evolution in Omega Cen 5

Figure 3. Observational [Mn/Fe] versus [Fe/H] relationships for field stars in the solar neighbourhood (filled circles; Cayrel et al. 2004; Gratton et al. 2003;
Reddy et al. 2003, 2006; Feltzing et al. 2007), 20 Galactic globular clusters (open squares; Gratton et al. 2006; Carretta et al. 2007; Carretta 2010, private
communication), ωCen (stars: Cunha et al. 2010; open circles: Pancino et al. 2011), Sagittarius (main body and Terzan 7, asterisks; Sbordone et al. 2007) and
4 dSphs of the Local Group (filled triangles: Carina; open triangles: Sculptor; filled squares: Fornax; crosses: Leo I; Shetrone et al. 2003).

abundances of metal-poor stars are higher than the corresponding
LTE values. Therefore, a very good agreement is obtained between
the observed and predicted [Mn/Fe] versus [Fe/H] trends for the
Galactic halo when assuming half the nominal values of the Fe
yields by Woosley & Weaver (1995) and the non-LTE corrected
Mn abundances for halo stars. For [Fe/H] > −1.0, a rise to so-
lar ratios shallower than predicted should be probably preferred,
though more data are needed to characterize the run of [Mn/Fe]
with [Fe/H] at disc metallicities. The adoption of a metallicity-
dependent yield of Mn from SNeIa produces a constant rather than
increasing [Mn/Fe] ratio in ω Cen only when the empirical law by
Cescutti et al. (2008) is adopted (solid line). Interpolating linearly
between models W70 and W7 of Iwamoto et al. (1999), instead,
still results in a [Mn/Fe] ratio increasing with [Fe/H] (dotted line).
Even a constant [Mn/Fe] ratio, however, does not suffice to explain
the observations. Current measurements, in fact, seem to point to an
abrupt fall of [Mn/Fe] at [Fe/H]∼ −1.2 in this cluster (Fig. 2, right
panel), though one must be aware that this trend is dictated by just
two stars. A decreasing [Mn/Fe] ratio in ω Cen may be obtained
by assuming that SNeIa do not produce any Mn; however, in that
case it is impossible to reproduce the Milky Way data (cfr. models
labeled Nuc 0, dot-dashed lines in Fig. 2). This could imply that
SNeIa in the Milky Way and in ω Cen have different progenitors,
but the paucity of Mn data for ω Cen prevents us from drawing any
firm conclusion.

4.3 Invoking cooling flows and/or field star capture

The extremely low Mn abundance measured for a few stars in
ω Cen is not the only chemical peculiarity of this cluster. Some
of its stars are, in fact, enormously enriched in helium and s-
process elements, while characteristic anticorrelations exist among
the abundances of particular elements, similarly to what is found in
other globular clusters, but at variance with the Milky Way field at
the same metallicities.

In order to explain the peculiar patterns observed in the chem-
ical abundances of a significant fraction of Galactic globular cluster
stars, D’Ercole et al. (2008) have suggested that the ejecta of first-
generation asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars collect in a cooling
flow into the cluster core, where they form a subsystem of chemi-
cally anomalous second-generation stars. Though attractive, such a
scenario cannot provide a justification for the low Mn abundances
([Mn/Fe] ∼ −0.8) observed in metal-rich stars of ω Cen by Cunha
et al. (2010). Indeed, first-generation AGB stars in ω Cen would
display a value of [Mn/Fe] close to −0.4 (or −0.2, depending on
whether the SNII Fe yields are taken at face value or reduced by a
factor of 2) in their ejecta, dictated by SNII nucleosynthesis at low
metallicities. This value is well above that suggested by the obser-
vations of relatively metal-rich stars in ω Cen. The same considera-
tions apply to the competitive scenario proposed by Decressin et al.
(2007), where the chemical peculiarities of second-generation stars
are driven by the slow winds of rotating massive stars.

Alternatively, one might argue that chemically peculiar stars

c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–8
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Chemical evolution in a full cosmological context: 
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Cosmological context 

!   Take into account the effect of the environment 
(mergers, ram-pressure stripping, tidal stripping) 

!   Identify Boötes I candidates in the mock catalogue by 
Starkenburg+13 basing on rather loose criteria: 
v  MV in the range −6.5,−6.0 mag 

v  Mostly old stellar populations (80% of stars older than 10 
Gyr) 

v  The galaxy is a Milky Way satellite and no further out than 
150 kpc today 

!   Post-process for detailed chemical properties (see Romano 
& Starkenburg 2013) 



Cosmological context 

!   Take into account the effect of the environment 
(mergers, ram-pressure stripping, tidal stripping) 

!   Identify Boötes I candidates in the mock catalogue by 
Starkenburg+13 basing on rather loose criteria: 
v  MV in the range −6.5,−6.0 mag 

v  Mostly old stellar populations (80% of stars older than 10 
Gyr) 

v  The galaxy is a Milky Way satellite and no further out than 
150 kpc today 

!   Post-process for detailed chemical properties (see Romano 
& Starkenburg 2013) 

Six high-resolution Aquarius dark matter simulations (Springel et al. 2008)  
+ semi-analytic model of galaxy formation (Li, De Lucia & Helmi 2010)  
 
Investigate the properties of the satellites of Milky Way-like galaxies in a fully 
cosmological setting. Main focus on SFHs of Milky Way’s satellites. Uses IRA!  
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Conclusions 

!   Boötes I must have been much more massive (2 orders of 
magnitude) in the past 
!   Gas needed to dilute the supernova ejecta 

!   Only a few per cent of its baryons were converted into stars (see 
also Salvadori & Ferrara 2009; Vincenzo+ 2014) 

!   It is unlikely that supernova feedback can sustain galactic-scale 
outflows and vent out all the gas left over from the star 
formation process (but see Vincenzo et al. 2014) 
!   Interaction with the environment play a fundamental role 



Next step (work in progress) 

!   3D hydrodynamical 
simulations using RAMSES 
(Teyssier 2002) to study the 
evolution of bubbles and 
mixing of ejecta 

!   Long-term: contrast and 
compare GC vs UFD 
formation and evolution 

                F. Calura (OABo)     A. D’Ercole (OABo)              C. G. Few (UExeter) 


